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May-December 2014 Elsevier Reviewer Recognition Platform 

Peer reviewers of Elsevier 

journals uploaded reviews

Reviewer
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Review

reports of

manuscripts

Valuable data 

for a pilot study



Author’s question:

How useful was the review report in terms of improving the quality of your

manuscript?

1 = poor, 2 =, 3 = neutral, 4 = very good, 5 = excellent

Editor’s

questions:



-Agriculture

-Clinical 

medicine

-Computer 

science

-Physical

sciences

1333 original Elsevier research manuscripts from

May-December 2014

Review

reports of

manuscripts
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Reviewer

recommendations

(Accept, etc.)

Editor & author 

review opinions

and comments

Evaluated review

quality with the

RQI*

*Review Quality Instrument (RQI), according to van Rooyen et al. J Clin Epidemiol 1999;52(7):625-9. The RQI has 10 

items rated on a scale from 1 to 5, giving a score range from 10 to 50.

Responses:

336 (25%) authors

1086 (80%) editors



Purpose

Determine associations among: 

1) authors' perception of the reviews; 

2) editors' opinions regarding review timeliness; 

3) editors' opinion on review's impact on decision; 

4) review quality, measured by RQI; and 

5) reviewers’ recommendation (accepted, revise, rejected). 





1. Importance

2. Originality

3. Strengths of the methodology

4. Weaknesses of the methodology

5. Adequate use of English 

6. Organization of the manuscript

7. Presentation of tables and figures

8. Constructiveness of comments

9. Reviewer comments supported

10. Results interpretation

Modified Review Quality Instrument (RQI) designed by van Rooyen et al. Each item 

assesses quality using a 5-point Likert scale from 1 (low) to 5 (high).

Independent Inter-rater

correlation (Kappa) =

0.65, 95% CI 0.50 – 0.80



Manuscript Characteristics

n (%)

All manuscripts with reviews (n = 1333)

1 324 (41)

2 398 (50)

3 or more 67 (9)

Subject area of manuscripts

Agriculture 19 (2)

Clinical medicine 60 (8)

Computer science 72 (9)

Physical sciences 638 (81)



Agriculture†

Clinical medicine, computer 

science, and physical sciences‡ p-value§

Item

Importance 8 (24) 289 (22) 0.9747

Originality 8 (24) 274 (21) 0.896

Strengths of the methodology 6 (18) 89 (7) 0.0377

Weaknesses of the methodology 25 (74) 579 (45) 0.0015

Adequate use of English 17 (50) 489 (38) 0.1983

Organization of the manuscript 16 (47) 217 (17) <0.0001

Presentation of tables and figures 24 (71) 442 (34) <0.0001

Constructiveness of comments 34 (100) 1173 (90) 0.1071

Reviewer comments supported 34 (100) 1194 (92) 0.1601

Results interpretation 9 (26) 542 (42) 0.1081

†N=34

‡N=1299: 115 for clinical medicine, 131 for computer science, and 1134 for physical sciences.

§Chi-square analysis

* Review Quality Instrument, according to van Rooyen et al. J Clin Epidemiol 1999;52(7):625-9. The RQI has 

10 items rated on a scale from 1 to 5, giving a score range from 10 to 50.



RQI score (median, 95% CI)

Author ratings

Satisfaction with the constructiveness of 

the review
4.3 (4.0 – 5.0)

Editor ratings

Opinion about the timeliness of the 

review
5.0 (5.0 - 5.0)

Opinion on the review's impact on a final 

decision
5.0 (5.0 - 5.0)

Review quality ratings*

Overall review quality 18 (17.0 - 18.0)

*The RQI has 10 items rated on a scale from 1 to 5, giving a score range from 10 to 50.



Author satisfaction vs. reviewer decision

• We found statistically significant correlations between author 
satisfaction and review decision (rho=0.432, 95% CI 0.312-0.538, 
P<0.0001). ) 



Reviewer decision vs. quality of the review

• No association was found between RQI scores and reviewer 
decisions regardless of number of reviews per manuscript. 

• Corroborates with previous studies



Poor agreement between reviewers

• Inter-rater agreement between reviewers was low (κ=0.233 
95% CI 0.097-0.369).



Review quality by subject area

•We found higher quality reviews in agriculture compared to 
other disciplines (median=22, IQR 20-26, 95% CI 21-24) vs. 
median=18, IQR 15-21, 95% CI 17-18). 

• Although small sample in agriculture compared to other 
subjects



• Authors' satisfaction was positively correlated to reviewer 
recommendation, but not to review quality, indicating that opinion 
and objective assessment differ. 

• Use of the same instrument to assess the quality of reviews in one 
field may be unsuitable for another. 

• We need an objective instrument to assess review quality and of 
author and editor perception of the quality of 

• Need for an improved RQI – more objective


